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Vi nous, Antoni o Galloni

The 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon continues to become more

and more refined with time in bottle. Silky, wonderfully perfumed and nuanced, the 2016 is
exceptionally beautiful. This is such a striking and vivid wine with tons of mountain character and
pedigree to burn. (Published January, 2020)
The 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon shows just how far the estate has progressed in just the last few
years. Powerful and explosive, with tremendous aromatic intensity, the 2016 is a rapturously
beautiful wine. Dark cherry, mocha, bittersweet chocolate, new leather, spice, sage, and lavender
add layers of understated nuance and complexity in this riveting, stunningly dramatic mountain
Cabernet Sauvignon. The 2016 shuts down quickly after opening, which is probably a very good
thing for its aging prospects. The 2016 is an extraordinary and deeply moving wine from Cornell.
(Published December, 2018)
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James Suc kli ng

“The tightness and linear nature to this balanced and beautiful wine is so

attractive. Bright and dense with lots of cabernet focus. Love the tannin and fruit balance. Drink
after 2022, but already a beauty.”

Decant er, Kar en Mac Nei l

To call them more feminine might be risky, but the great

Sonoma Cabernet Sauvignons have a velvetiness that’s so hedonistic you feel as though someone
just wrapped you in a cashmere blanket. Cornell, a breathtaking property in the Mayacamas
Mountains, is owned by ex-Goldman Sachs executive Henry Cornell who spent years patching
together pieces of virgin land in the mountains. The classically structured wines are overseen by
Françoise Peschon (also Accendo) and they flow with slow mesmerizing savory, earthy and red
fruit flavors.
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Wi ne Advocat e, Li sa Per rot t i -Brown

The emergence of standout Sonoma

Cab makers continues with this exceptional wine that’s still finding its strengths. Consulting
winemaker Francoise Peschon, formerly of Araujo, has focused the team on improvements in the
vineyard, which show in the glass. This wine is precise, beautifully textured and elegant, with
dark mountain-grown fruit, graphite and garrigue notes enlivened by structured tannins and
acidity. It’s so fresh, and a refreshing style for California Cabernet.
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